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Therefore the showers have been withheld, 
and the spring rain has not come; 

Jeremiah 3.3 
 

The Lasta-Lalibela region is a world-renowned site for its 
beautiful and timeless rock-hewn churches imbued with 
spirituality. With the passage of the El Niño phenomenon 
leaving a trail of devastating impact on the inhabitants’ 
livelihoods, the prayers, lately, have taken on a distinct note of 
lamentation. Lamentation for rain. The occasional low-hanging 
clouds pregnant with rain tease the inhabitants only to dissipate 
and rain instead in Dilb, in Sanka and other villages some 80-
100 kilometers away.  
 
Gete Kibat, age 23, like most of the cash for work (CFW) 
beneficiaries of the LWF Ethiopia drought response in Gelesot 
kebele, is a farmer. Previously, Gete harvested 10 sacks of teff 
and millet but due to both rains having failed last year and this 
year’s belg, or the spring rainy season not looking promising, she has now become a daily labourer.  
 

Gete has two children, a five year old 
and a nine month old that she dangles 
on her back as she works on natural 
resource management measures 
(NRM) in Gelesot to earn ETB 35 
(equivalent of EUR 1.5) per day. Today, 
April 21 is pay day and she is taking 
home ETB 490 after two weeks of hard 
work.   
‘It is better than migrating elsewhere 
looking for work, away from family, 
friends and neighbours. Development 
has come to our doorstep’ she says.    
 
It will take many days to earn enough to 
buy a sack of teff as the teff prices have 
shot up from ET under 2,000 at the end 
of last year to over ETB 2,500 now. ‘I 
will settle for millet’ she adds which is a 
relatively cheaper grain. ‘I know I don’t 
earn enough here, but it is what me and 
all of these people you see are doing 
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Gete being paid for 2 week work in NRM, Gelesot,                                                                     © Sophie Gebreyes/LWF-ETH  
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that will change Gelesot. My children and their children will benefit from the NRM measures that we are working on’. The benefits will not 
be immediate but they will be lasting,’ she concludes philosophically. When I asked her what her plans are, she said that she is eager to 
return back to farming; ‘I want to prepare the land for the meher rainy season in July and August, however I recently sold my two oxen 
for just a little over ETB 1,500 each when each normally fetches close to ETB 10,000. The Government had advised us to sell our cattle 
back in December/January when oxen fetched higher prices, Gete regrets.    
 
Distress sale, migration are opportunistic consequences of such a disaster and Gete is not an exception. Beneficiaries who benefit from 
one initiative such as the LWF Ethiopia’s CFW are not eligible for food aid or cannot be covered by the Productive Safety Net Program 
(PSNP), a Government’s initiative, and a way of ensuring that the multitude affected are reached with at least one type of support.  
 
CASH FOR WORK 
 

 
Upper catchment treatment through CFW, Gelesot, Lasta woreda                                                                                                
© Sophie Gebreyes LWF/ETH                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

A total of 2,242 (1,569 males and 763 females) 
beneficiaries are targeted in the LWF Ethiopia CFW 
projects in the eight intervention kebeles of Gelesot, 
Mawure, Terazfere, Tefelma, Nakutele’ab, Medague and 
Shumshaha.  The CFW activities include the rehabilitation 
of access roads and natural resource management 
measurers such as stone and soil bund construction and 
stone check dam construction. The NRM being carried out 
will treat the upper catchment area to protect the dam that 
is being constructed by the Government downstream. The 
NRM will avoid flush floods and also help retain the silt 
from depositing in the dam when the dam is completed, 
besides contributing to the rehabilitation of the barren 
landscape upstream and mitigate similar devastating 
droughts in the future.  
 
 

Dam under construction below the upper catchment area,     © Sophie Gebreyes LWF/ETH 
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DIRECT SUPPORT  
 
A total 725 people (508 male and 217 
female) are supported with direct cash.  
Elders, pregnant and lactating women and 
people with disability only are eligible for 
direct support.   
 
 
REVISED HOTSPOT CLASSIFICATION 
 
In April, the National Disaster Response 
and Management commission (NDRMC) 
revised the hotspots classification of 
woredas.  At the end of December there 
were a total of 429 woreda classified as 
hotspot priority 1, 2, and/or 3. As of April 
that figure has gone up to 443. The 
number of priority 1 increased from 186 to 
219, the number of priority 2 decreased 
from 154 to 147 and the number of priority 
3 decreased from 89 to 77.  According to 
the new classification, both of LWF 
intervention areas of Lasta in Amhara and 
Rayitu in Bale have shifted from hotspot 
priority classification 2 to hotspot priority 1.  
 
 

 
CFW participants, Gelesot, April 21 2016                                                                                                                                                                           © Sophie Gebreyes LWF/ETH 

 

Direct Support beneficiary with her baby, Erffa, Lasta                                                          © Sophie Gebreyes LWF/ETH  
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DEVELOPMENT AND RELIEF INTERFACE  
 
 
Since 2015, LWF Ethiopia is implementing a 
food security and livelihoods project in the 
three of the emergency intervention areas of 
Medague, Nakutele’ab and Shumshaha. 
LWF Ethiopia is constructing two irrigation 
schemes in Medague and Shumshaha and 
implementing NRM activities in all three 
kebeles through CFW. In just a little over one 
year, the difference between the conditions 
of the targeted populations in the 
development with those being reached 
through the emergency response is 
staggering.  
 
In Medague we met a model farmer, Ato 
Goshu Worku who saved enough from CFW 
earnings to by a dewatering pump and 
growing vegetables on his land. He is now 
selling onions and other vegetables to the 
many tourist hotels in Lalibela town even 
before the irrigation scheme is completed 
and functional.   
 
In Medague, model farmers such as Ato Kassa Adanew was telling us that this drought  is as severe  as the one in 1958 and in 1977 
(Ethiopian calendar) but ‘at that time’ he says, ‘people were dying and were being buried in mass graves. Now we are coping much 
better’. He attributes the difference to the Government’s quick intervention and also to the long term development projects such as the 
LWF/Ethiopia food security and livelihoods projects supported by Canadian Lutheran World Relief (CLWR) and Canadian Foodgrains 
bank (CFGB). Besides the promise of the irrigation scheme, Ato Kassa values the software components of the projects, organizing 

farmers in cooperatives, training in conservation agriculture, instilling 
the culture of saving which has helped some to buy de watering 
pumps, seeds and other farm essentials to help them cope better 
during the drought.    
 
Lemlemitu Adefa is the cooperative that he belongs to and is a Chair 
has now become a formal institution with statutes and bylaws and 
recognized by the Government.  In less than a year the members 
have saved up close to ETH 18,000, equivalent to USD 857.   
 
When asked what the funds for are, Ato Kassa replies: ‘Once ‘the 
irrigation scheme is completed, we need to have enough money to 
carry out some small repairs and regular maintenance of the scheme 
and also want to save enough money to buy a vehicle.  We anticipate 
our production to grow with irrigation farming so need to have means 
of transportation of our produce and production to the market.’  
 
 

 
 

Ato Kassa, the elder and model farmer recalling the droughts of 1958 and 77, Medague      © Fikreab 
Amsalu, LWF 

Ato Goshu Worku tending to his onions, Shumshaha, ©Sophie Gebreyes 
LWF/ETH 
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FUNDING SNAPSHOT  
 
LWF Ethiopia wishes to extend its sincere thanks to its partners 
for the timely and generous contributions. So far, 
approximately1 a total of USD 498,224 (34% of the appeal) has 
been pledged which has allowed LWF Ethiopia to start its 
response in Lasta woreda. However, more is needed to fully 
complete the planned activities in Lasta Woreda in North Wollo 
zone and for LWF Ethiopia to start its response in Rayitu 
woreda, in Bale Zone, in the Amhara and Oromia regional 
states, respectively. 
 
 
 

THANK YOU!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Contact: 
 
Sophie Gebreyes, Resident Representative 
Mail: rep.eth@lwfdws.org 
 Phone: +251 93370285 

                                                 
 

 

 

 

 

Resilient spirit, Gelesot, Lasta woreda                                                © Sophie Gebreyes LWF/ETH  
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